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 Problem is, I am not getting a computer. But when I log in through AD, I see my profile in the "Windows" area, but my account
is disabled... It took me a while to come to this conclusion, and I only discovered this by plugging the phone into another PC,

and going to the MS app store... I was then able to install my apps (I had to do this in another account, and it happened to be my
other profile). Well, that tells me that there is something in my profile that is preventing me from getting my PC, but I am at a

loss as to what it is. This has happened to me before, but I think I was simply just on the wrong device. I will try this on my
family PC tonight, and will be back with an update when I have figured out if this is working.Q: How to deploy grails war file to
azure webapp Is there any document describing how to deploy a grails war file to azure webapp? The website I am working on is

my own project and the war file is generated automatically and deployed to webapp. However, I found that the war file size is
huge. The war file size is almost 10MB. It is because that I have configured war plugin to use application resources and add the

application resources to war. If I only use the war plugin, the war file size is about 1 MB. The performance of the app is
affected if the war file is deployed to webapp. So, I would like to know if there is a way to deploy only the war plugin. A: If the

deployed WAR file is huge, that could be a clue that the WAR file itself is the problem. For example, you could be bundling
many libraries and compiling them in - this would significantly increase the size of the WAR file. If you have many of those in
the deployed WAR file, and if you have large resource files, it could be a sign that you need to consider how you're deploying

your resources. If you are deploying as a WAR file, you shouldn't need to include application resources. If they are part of your
build, include them in the WAR. For example, in your build.gradle file, you can add a task like this: task

copyApplicationResourcesToWar() { apply from: "src/main/ 82157476af
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